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Affordable Affordable Affordable Affordable ---- Custom Made Home Theater Ambient Light Projection Screens Custom Made Home Theater Ambient Light Projection Screens Custom Made Home Theater Ambient Light Projection Screens Custom Made Home Theater Ambient Light Projection Screens    

    A Locally developed Entertainment solution available ONLY through A Locally developed Entertainment solution available ONLY through A Locally developed Entertainment solution available ONLY through A Locally developed Entertainment solution available ONLY through     
Invisible Stereo Dealers across the US and Abroad.Invisible Stereo Dealers across the US and Abroad.Invisible Stereo Dealers across the US and Abroad.Invisible Stereo Dealers across the US and Abroad.    

    
    

                                  Representing a truly unique and affordable breakthrough in the ability to view   Representing a truly unique and affordable breakthrough in the ability to view   Representing a truly unique and affordable breakthrough in the ability to view   Representing a truly unique and affordable breakthrough in the ability to view 
Front Projection Imagery in both Dark as well aFront Projection Imagery in both Dark as well aFront Projection Imagery in both Dark as well aFront Projection Imagery in both Dark as well as moderate Ambient Light conditions.  s moderate Ambient Light conditions.  s moderate Ambient Light conditions.  s moderate Ambient Light conditions.      
    
Black Flame Light Fusion utilizes the                                             Black Flame Light Fusion utilizes the                                             Black Flame Light Fusion utilizes the                                             Black Flame Light Fusion utilizes the                                             pigmenpigmenpigmenpigments ts ts ts 
whose properties are inherent inwhose properties are inherent inwhose properties are inherent inwhose properties are inherent in        all electronically  reproduced images, and combines all electronically  reproduced images, and combines all electronically  reproduced images, and combines all electronically  reproduced images, and combines 
them within a translucent base containithem within a translucent base containithem within a translucent base containithem within a translucent base containing additional Silver and Pearlescent properties.ng additional Silver and Pearlescent properties.ng additional Silver and Pearlescent properties.ng additional Silver and Pearlescent properties.    
    

          This allows the surface to present a more vivid, 3          This allows the surface to present a more vivid, 3          This allows the surface to present a more vivid, 3          This allows the surface to present a more vivid, 3----Dimensional projeDimensional projeDimensional projeDimensional projected image cted image cted image cted image 
than any Front Projection Screen has ever accomplished before.  But in addition to dthan any Front Projection Screen has ever accomplished before.  But in addition to dthan any Front Projection Screen has ever accomplished before.  But in addition to dthan any Front Projection Screen has ever accomplished before.  But in addition to do-o-o-o-
ing so, it also works to reject nearly all Ambient light that exists within the viewing area, ing so, it also works to reject nearly all Ambient light that exists within the viewing area, ing so, it also works to reject nearly all Ambient light that exists within the viewing area, ing so, it also works to reject nearly all Ambient light that exists within the viewing area, 
allowing the use of extremely largallowing the use of extremely largallowing the use of extremely largallowing the use of extremely large Screens in locations previously unable to accept e Screens in locations previously unable to accept e Screens in locations previously unable to accept e Screens in locations previously unable to accept 
them due to cost or practicality.  them due to cost or practicality.  them due to cost or practicality.  them due to cost or practicality.      
    

          Totally customizable to virtua          Totally customizable to virtua          Totally customizable to virtua          Totally customizable to virtually any viewing situation, Black Flame Light Fusion lly any viewing situation, Black Flame Light Fusion lly any viewing situation, Black Flame Light Fusion lly any viewing situation, Black Flame Light Fusion 
can even bring Big Screen entertainment out of the Dark at last.  Ideal not can even bring Big Screen entertainment out of the Dark at last.  Ideal not can even bring Big Screen entertainment out of the Dark at last.  Ideal not can even bring Big Screen entertainment out of the Dark at last.  Ideal not only for Home only for Home only for Home only for Home 
Theater applications, but Family Rooms, Meeting Rooms, Churches and Exhibition Halls Theater applications, but Family Rooms, Meeting Rooms, Churches and Exhibition Halls Theater applications, but Family Rooms, Meeting Rooms, Churches and Exhibition Halls Theater applications, but Family Rooms, Meeting Rooms, Churches and Exhibition Halls 
all now have a viable alternaall now have a viable alternaall now have a viable alternaall now have a viable alternative to extremely expensive active electronic displays.  No tive to extremely expensive active electronic displays.  No tive to extremely expensive active electronic displays.  No tive to extremely expensive active electronic displays.  No 
longer does one have to drastically dim the lights to obtain a dynamic image.  The Eylonger does one have to drastically dim the lights to obtain a dynamic image.  The Eylonger does one have to drastically dim the lights to obtain a dynamic image.  The Eylonger does one have to drastically dim the lights to obtain a dynamic image.  The Eye-e-e-e-
strain associated with viewing a bright image within a dark environment is now costrain associated with viewing a bright image within a dark environment is now costrain associated with viewing a bright image within a dark environment is now costrain associated with viewing a bright image within a dark environment is now com-m-m-m-
pletely avoidable.pletely avoidable.pletely avoidable.pletely avoidable.    
    

          But perhaps the singularly most impressive aspect that Black Flame Light Fusion           But perhaps the singularly most impressive aspect that Black Flame Light Fusion           But perhaps the singularly most impressive aspect that Black Flame Light Fusion           But perhaps the singularly most impressive aspect that Black Flame Light Fusion 
brings to the entebrings to the entebrings to the entebrings to the entertainment equation is affordability.  Available in a Fixed screen format, rtainment equation is affordability.  Available in a Fixed screen format, rtainment equation is affordability.  Available in a Fixed screen format, rtainment equation is affordability.  Available in a Fixed screen format, 
or as a specialized Paint mixture, Black Flame Light For as a specialized Paint mixture, Black Flame Light For as a specialized Paint mixture, Black Flame Light For as a specialized Paint mixture, Black Flame Light Fusion can be custom made  for usion can be custom made  for usion can be custom made  for usion can be custom made  for 
huhuhuhunnnndreds of dollars less than any comparable Manufactured Screen. The paint and dreds of dollars less than any comparable Manufactured Screen. The paint and dreds of dollars less than any comparable Manufactured Screen. The paint and dreds of dollars less than any comparable Manufactured Screen. The paint and 
proproproproccccess is Patented, and currently is being sold Worldwide for many varied uses.ess is Patented, and currently is being sold Worldwide for many varied uses.ess is Patented, and currently is being sold Worldwide for many varied uses.ess is Patented, and currently is being sold Worldwide for many varied uses.    
    

          On the right is an “True Color Image” ex          On the right is an “True Color Image” ex          On the right is an “True Color Image” ex          On the right is an “True Color Image” example of a 9 foot diagonal Black Flame ample of a 9 foot diagonal Black Flame ample of a 9 foot diagonal Black Flame ample of a 9 foot diagonal Black Flame 
Light Fusion Screen shown at the 2006 Vesta Home Light Fusion Screen shown at the 2006 Vesta Home Light Fusion Screen shown at the 2006 Vesta Home Light Fusion Screen shown at the 2006 Vesta Home 
Show,  its image being provided at that time by a Show,  its image being provided at that time by a Show,  its image being provided at that time by a Show,  its image being provided at that time by a 
720p HD Projector.  Together, the co720p HD Projector.  Together, the co720p HD Projector.  Together, the co720p HD Projector.  Together, the commmmbined cost of bined cost of bined cost of bined cost of 
such a magnificent display was less than the cost of such a magnificent display was less than the cost of such a magnificent display was less than the cost of such a magnificent display was less than the cost of 
“much smaller” 57’ “much smaller” 57’ “much smaller” 57’ “much smaller” 57’ ---- 62” HD Plasma or LCD di 62” HD Plasma or LCD di 62” HD Plasma or LCD di 62” HD Plasma or LCD dis-s-s-s-
plays.  plays.  plays.  plays.  Please note the high degree of aPlease note the high degree of aPlease note the high degree of aPlease note the high degree of ammmmbient light bient light bient light bient light 
present , as well as the 3present , as well as the 3present , as well as the 3present , as well as the 3----Dimensionality present Dimensionality present Dimensionality present Dimensionality present 
even in this digital photo!even in this digital photo!even in this digital photo!even in this digital photo!                    
This level of affordable performanThis level of affordable performanThis level of affordable performanThis level of affordable performance is available ce is available ce is available ce is available 
EEEEXXXXCLUSIVELY to our Invisible Stereo Customers in CLUSIVELY to our Invisible Stereo Customers in CLUSIVELY to our Invisible Stereo Customers in CLUSIVELY to our Invisible Stereo Customers in 
every conceivable size and configevery conceivable size and configevery conceivable size and configevery conceivable size and configuuuuration. ration. ration. ration.     

---- Call us for a REAL LIFE Demonstration!  Call us for a REAL LIFE Demonstration!  Call us for a REAL LIFE Demonstration!  Call us for a REAL LIFE Demonstration! ----                                                        Invisible Stereo  901Invisible Stereo  901Invisible Stereo  901Invisible Stereo  901––––240240240240––––7999799979997999    
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presents 

    

110” Family Room Theater Mediterranean Theme Theater w/122” Light Fusion 

Bonus Room Theater w/110” Light Fusion 86” Diag. “S-I-L-V-E-R” Screen Dedicated Theater 

&&&&    

These last two images show the creation of a 225” diagonal (16’ x 9’) S-I-L-V-E-R  Screen, Spray painted onto a 
1/4” thin Drywall surface on a Aluminum Frame. This Screen covers an existing window, but can be removed if 
Necessary.  The Projector is a JVC RS-1 1080p ($3995.00) w/only 700 lumens available ! 
 

 Remember this; Although they may say it cannot be done, at whatever cost, We or You can do it anyway...and 
for far less than any comparable Manufactured Screen                                Invisible StInvisible StInvisible StInvisible Stereo  901ereo  901ereo  901ereo  901–––– 240 240 240 240–––– 7999 7999 7999 7999 



presents 

    

110” Light Fusion Family Room Theater  w/DLP Projector Bonus Room Theater w/110” Light Fusion w/LCD PJ 

    Bonus Room Theater w/110” Light Fusion  w/DLP Projector 122” Black Flame Light Fusion - Panasonic AE100u 

&&&&    

          110” Light Fusion  w/Sanyo 70-HD LCD Projector                 
 
 
                              

                                                                            Invisible Stereo  901Invisible Stereo  901Invisible Stereo  901Invisible Stereo  901–––– 240 240 240 240–––– 7999 7999 7999 7999 

122” Black Flame Light Fusion w/Panasonic AX1000u 
1080p Projector 


